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Santorum, Chris Christie, and Donald
Trump Fall at Midterms Share After
2012’s midterm elections, the GOP

establishment lost. But it’s only half the
story. At the same time, an evangelical
onslaught saw a flood of Republicans

lose, but the evangelical pool was
deeper and wider than the GOP’s. Yes,

the establishment is still the
establishment, but the establishment-

friendly wing of the party gave ground
to an evangelical-friendly wing. The rise

of the Christian Right is a big part of
why Republicans lost on Tuesday. But
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not every evangelical lost. It’s not a
comprehensive list, but here are the

largest individual groups of Christian
Republicans who triumphed. Santorum,
the former candidate, did not go down
without a fight. He tweeted about the
results early and often, and refused to

concede: “If they want to win this
election, they have to drop all of these

distractions. You’re not going to beat the
president by running around with your

hair on fire.” Christie, the former
governor, and Trump, the current

president, both fell. Christie’s political
star just grew dimmer. He’d hoped to
run for re-election in New Jersey in

2017, but a recent U.S. Supreme Court
ruling all but guaranteed Christie would
be unable to win in a state that banishes

people on the “sex offender” registry
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from voting. In the end, Chris Christie,
who used to be a Tea Party favorite, ran

as a Donald Trump Republican. But
national polls since the 2012

presidential election show that voters
have strongly disapproved of him.

Trump’s post-election press conference,
meanwhile, was a historic lowpoint in

the Trump Administration. “Honestly, I
don’t know,” Trump said when asked

why he was unpopular. “There are a lot
of people speaking well of me because
they don’t know me. There are people

speaking badly of me because they don’t
know me.” Turnout in the Republican
primaries was about 10 percent lower

than in 2008, according to the Pew
Research Center, and younger

evangelicals were more likely than older
evangelicals to vote. Younger
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evangelicals were also less likely to
favor Trump’s 3da54e8ca3
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